Concept of arteriovenous malformation compartments and surgical management.
Cerebral AVMs are known to be a source of intracranial hemorrhages and epileptic seizures. Their natural history indicates approximately 15% mortality and 35% morbidity over a 15-year period. This significant mortality and morbidity mandates a need for satisfactory treatment of this entity, ideally by elimination of AVMs. Microsurgical resection, endovascular embolization and radiosurgery (irradiation) are the three effective modes of treatment currently available. However, no objective criteria have been established for which mode(s) of treatment should be selected for individual patients with AVMs. Considering the complexity of AVMs and variable conditions of individual patients, neurosurgeons, intravascular interventionalists and radiosurgeons must make their own decisions on how to treat each patient based on their experience. In practice, treatment of small AVMs in non-functional areas is favored equally by each of these specialists, while they tend to avoid treatment of large AVMs, particularly those in functional areas of the brain. The authors report the surgical intervention of large AVMs, including those located in functional areas of the hemisphere by special techniques. One can demonstrate AVM compartments by using angiography and with the aid of color Doppler ultrasonography, each compartment can be outlined and dissected individually until all the compartments are isolated without causing any damage to the surrounding brain and the entire AVM is rendered shrunken and then removed. The concept of compartmental treatment of AVMs may be applied in the future to radiosurgery and intravascular embolization of large AVMs.